Frame Dimensions

™

“Since using “Frame Dimensions”, it has been great to print a frame
dimension sheet while writing an estimate, pre-empting the body tech’s
need to come to the office requesting it.”
Tom Visser, Manager, Visser’s Collision, Tinley Park, IL

Instant Access to
Frame Dimensions

Faster, More Efficient
Repair Process

AudaExplroe Frame Dimensions gives
collision repair professionals instant
access to a vehicle’s exact frame
dimension map. By simply typing in
the VIN number, a technician can
view multiple angles of the vehicle’s
under-hood, under-body and
upper-body measurements, as well
as print out exact vehicle frame
diagrams—all while writing an
estimate using the AudaExplore
platform. This fully automated frame
dimensions feature is an add-on
module that seamlessly integrates
with our estimating suite.

AudaExplore Frame Dimensions
saves collision repair professionals
time as well as the additional
expense associated with using frame
books. Instead of looking up the
vehicle frame map manually, and
potentially writing down the
measurements incorrectly, repair
professionals are assured of getting
the right vehicle frame map the first
time and every time with Frame
Dimensions—making it possible
for them to create fast and accurate
estimates.

AudaExplore Frame Dimensions
Features and Benefits
 Instant access to vehicle frame
dimension maps by simply keying in VIN
or manually selecting a vehicle model
 Simple print-and-save functionality
while in AudaExplore estimating
solutions
 As many as three different views
of a vehicle frame dimension
 Includes “zoom” feature to enlarge
frame map details in a sharp,
easy-to-view format
 Regular estimating data updates for
new vehicles ensure complete and
easy-to-access data

FRAME DIMENSIONS INTEGRATED WITH AUDAEXPLORE ESTIMATING SOLUTIONS

 Guaranteed frame data integrity
through partnership with strategic,
best-practices provider
 Seamless integration with AudaExplore
estimating solutions

World-Class Service
AudaExplore is renowned for its world-class
service and support. Our specialists are a
toll-free call away at 1-866-420-2048, five
days a week from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Eastern, Monday thru Friday. AudaExplore
also includes unlimited access to our online
support website, www.support.audatex.us
that offers 24/7 e-based support, web chat,
knowledge-base software and answers to
your frequently asked questions.

FRAME DIMENSIONS INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS FOR POINT-TO-POINT, CENTERLINE
AND DOOR OPENINGS

Contact a Sales Rep Today
For more information:
Call: 1-800-237-4968 or
see us at www.audaexplore.com.
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